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Introduction 

 The Jordanian economy is a small and open economy with 
tight relations with the rest of the world especially with Gulf 
countries. 

 The Jordanian economy is characterized by high budget and 
current account deficits. Further, public expenditures represent 
almost 55% of GDP. 

 Despite these the Jordanian economy stands on a solid ground, 
owing to:

– the reform programs implemented during the past years by 
the Government and Ministry of Finance in the front of 
Financial Management Reform.

– the political and economic stability that Jordan enjoys, 

– the high degree of capital mobility, and

– the stability in the Jordanian banking sector. 
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Depth of the Crisis

Economic conditions dictate what measures 

should be taken. 

In dealing with this crisis, some countries 

resorted to both increasing public spending and 

cutting taxes on a temporary basis. While other 

countries resorted to either one or the other 

option. 
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Depth of the Crisis

Main Impact of the Crisis

The current crisis added uncertainty and 

instability in a way that affects our economic 

outlook and the various key economic 

indicators. 

 The Jordanian economy was influenced 

negatively by the international financial crisis 

in some aspects but positively in others.
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Depth of the Crisis

Negative impacts were mainly on the budget side. 

The amount of domestic revenue of the 2009 budget 

is not expected to be achieved and, hence, the budget 

deficit is expected to widen. 

As for domestic revenue collections this year, we 

could see a reduction of JD 600 million compared 

with 2009 budget estimates (or 3.7% of GDP).

For exports, we already witnessed negative growth. 

As for worker remittances saw reduction in growth.  
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Depth of the Crisis

On the other hand, positive impact can be seen in the 

good performance of the economy which registered a 

real growth rate of 3% in the first half of this year. 

The economy is also showing other positive signs in 

other areas: Inflation is moderating as a result of the 

decrease in the prices of oil and basic commodities 

(inflation rate measured by percentage change in 

consumer price index is -0.7%).

Current account is improving and foreign reserves are 

significantly higher than expected.
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Forecast Changes

% 

Changes 

2009 

After 

Crisis

Before 

Crisis

-1.5% to -2.5%3 – 4%5.5%Real GDP 

-4.4%7.6% 12.0%Nominal GDP

-4.5% to -5.5%1.5%6 - 7%Inflation 

-15.1%3.9%19.0%Domestic Revenues

- 41%405684Grants (JD million)

-7.3%6.2%13.5%Expenditures

-5.0%2.0%7.0%Current 

-17.5%26.3%43.8%Capital 

2.7%-7.3%-4.6%Deficit (after grants)
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Policy Measures

This exceptional situation and the slowdown in 

the economy require the Government to act 

swiftly and adopt new measures. 

Therefore, prompt policy actions to restore 

confidence among citizen, reducing interest 

rate, and guaranteeing private deposits were  

taken as a first step.
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Policy Measures

On the Budget

Additional spending is going to have only a minimal 
impact on the economy, while its impact on the 
budget and current account deficits will be 
significant.

In order to contain the deficit and prevent it from 
reaching unsustainable levels MoF took some 
measures on the expenditure side and reduced around 
JD395 million or 2.4% of GDP by:

– re-prioritizing spending 

– stopping a number of projects

– controlling current Expenditure
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Policy Measures

On the Budget
 Given the sequences of the financial crisis and the high deficit 

expectations for 2009, the Government  started to review its 
financing strategy in order to give more space for the private 
sector to play its role and to look for cheaper sources of 
financing. 

 In this context, we have signed an agreement with the Arab 
Monetary Fund for JD 57 million.  We also are about to sign 
an agreement with the World Bank for US$ 300 million to 
supplement our budget requirements.  

Moreover, we are currently studying other options such as 
Sukuk as a means of financing. This subject is still under 
discussion, though. 
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Policy Measures

On the Budget

 Despite these measures, we expect the budget deficit after 
grants to reach a high level of 7.3% of GDP in 2009. 

 Of course, accepting this high level of budget deficit for 2009 
does not mean that we can afford such deficit in the coming 
years because we realize the importance of maintaining fiscal 
stability in the Kingdom.

 Therefore, the 2010 budget is designed to target a much lower 
deficit of no more than 3.9% of GDP.

 Furthermore, the budget deficit will witness further reduction 
in the medium term to reach lower levels.
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Policy Measures

The Economy at large

The Government has proposed an economic strategy 
and regard this crisis as an opportunity to introduce a 
reform package, which is currently underway. 

We strongly believe that this reform strategy will 
have a remarkable impact on the economy, improve 
the business environment, lay the foundations for 
increasing foreign and domestic investment, increase 
job creation, foster economic growth, and improve 
living standards. 
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Reform Strategy

 The economic strategy includes, but is not 

limited to:

– a modified income tax law, 

– amendments to the current sales tax law, 

– a modified investment promotion law, 

– amendments to the law on development zones, and 

other measures.  
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Expected Effects of Reform

 These changes will improve Jordan’s economic performance 
by:

– First, providing the right economic policy environment to encourage 
the private sector to play a bigger role in our future economic 
development.  

– Secondly, it will reduce the influence of tax and other incentives on the 
investment decisions of the private sector thereby improving the 
allocation of capital. 

– Thirdly, the medium - and long-term goal, simply put, is to improve 
Jordan’s business environment, encourage foreign investment, improve 
growth prospects and job creation, and ensure a better standard of 
living.

– Last but not least, the proposed improvements to the tax system will 
specifically provide benefits to low and middle income. 
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Thank you

for your attention,,,


